
We believe life 
should improve 
with age.
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Founded in 1988

 It's common knowledge to everyone who 

lives and works with us that SRG senior living 

communities are fueled by our passion. We're 

truly driven by the desire to create environments 

that enhance the quality of peoples' lives here 

and now. And it doesn't stop there.

We work tirelessly to anticipate the future. By 

listening to and learning from local seniors, and 

understanding the retirement communities we 

serve, SRG is always evolving. Refinement and improvement are integral to our growth.

We take pride in being an innovator. And, while all the areas of innovation are important, one stands above 

the rest. At SRG senior living communities, we are dedicated to delivering Genuine Hospitality — elevating 

hospitality to an entirely new level. When something is sincere and honestly felt or experienced, it is defined 

as genuine. Therefore, in everything we do, it is with a commitment to enhancing residents lives by delivering 

services with sincere intent and purpose.

This passionate commitment to delivering on our promise is combined with wide ranging experience and 

vision. This is the true engine of SRG's success — confirmed not by spreadsheets or bottom lines, but by the 

enjoyment and satisfaction we see among our senior community residents and their families.

Ultimately, the SRG lifestyle is all about choice and independence. It’s about savoring the daily experiences of 

life and cherishing connections — now, and into the future.

About SRG senior living
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Our philosophy
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As we all know, growing older means accumulating experience, insight, perspective, 

and more than a few good stories.

It means becoming clearer about who we are, without relinquishing all that we have 

been. It means cherishing connections, indulging our impulses, and savoring the little 

things.  

While we may be past our physical prime, we are frequently more lucid, expansive, 

and spontaneous than we were during the nose-to-the-grindstone, family-rearing, career-

building days. More than ever, we are keenly affected and influenced by where and how we 

live – and by the quality, variety, and vitality of our immediate surroundings.

It is this simple yet powerful insight that is the impetus for how we think and what we 

do at SRG.

The aging process, 
  revisited and revised.

We  live in a youth-centric society. So it’s easy to buy into the cultural 

stereotypes about folks in their 70’s and 80’s – who they are, and what 

they need. The simple truth is, they are us, a few years from now.



For more than 30 years, we’ve reinvented community design and standards of service. 

Our overall success stems from two distinct areas of expertise: real estate and hospitality. And 

while we are, perhaps, best known for pioneering signature resort-style communities, we were 

also the first provider in the nation to earn company-wide accreditation of all our assisted 

living communities through CARF (Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities). 

(See Appendix I: CARF Accreditation).

Underlying our enviable track record is a robust, internal culture that embraces creativity, 

individuality and ingenuity. Significantly, we enjoy some of the highest corporate staff and 

upper management retention in the industry. Because we regard what we do as a cause as 

much as a business, we will never rest on our laurels or merely benchmark off the competition. 

Defying convention has always been our surest path to market leadership. 

  

a game-changing  approach.

In every category, there is one company that creates its own rules. 

In senior living that company is SRG. 
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The real opportunity lies in creating highly desirable settings that stand out, and then 

applying rigorous service standards that result in positive word-of-mouth and referral. When 

looking for market opportunities we look at area population trends; is it under or over-served 

over the long term?  Does the area support communities offering a variety of price-points?  

Even within a somewhat saturated marketplace untapped demand can exist. The properties 

developed by SRG are frequently located in high barrier-to-entry markets, where supply 

is  constrained and competition limited. SRG has demonstrated its propensity to deal with 

 seemingly intractable entitlement issues and to deliver high quality, purpose-built projects 

that reflect the style and culture of their area.

Staying up-to-date on design, construction, product-choice, amenities, and operations 

is required in an industry known for its exacting audience and rapidly changing notions 

about the future of senior communities.

a category-of-one  location.

Identifying the right market location is a critical facet of creating 

properties of enduring value.



Not surprisingly, our residents enjoy a blend of comfort, style, social opportunities, 

world-class recreation and advanced wellness programs that are in a category all their own. 

At SRG communities, fine restaurants and spas commingle with an eclectic blend of robust 

resort and campus-like amenities to nourish the mind, body and spirit – in communities 

prized for their inviting atmosphere and park-like settings. No wonder so many of our 

residents and their families have become our most passionate advocates, welcoming an 

even wider group of friends into their communities.

Maybe it’s because we strive to do everything we can to accommodate and honor 

individual needs – rather than asking our residents to adapt to us. There is unquestionably 

an infectious, joie de vivre that pervades our communities and defines the quality of life 

there. We wouldn’t have it any other way.

championing the fully-engaged  life.

Vitality. The older we get the more precious it becomes – and the more 

we seek out a lifestyle that inspires.

A Blueprint for Wellness – we embrace wellness as a way of life. By taking 

an integrated approach, we are able to offer programs for each person 

that include nutrition and fitness counseling, diversified exercise classes, 

preventative health workshops, wholesome dining options and the knowledge, 

resources and motivation to create one’s own blueprint for wellness.

a category-of-one  location.
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SRG's licensed care communities provide an integrated system of service levels, floor 

plans and supportive care to ease residents' transition from independent to assisted living 

and even Alzheimer's care. By maintaining impeccable standards for service and satisfaction, 

we have built a reputation for excellence. Our assessments, service planning, and health 

data systems are unique in the industry. Our dementia care program, called Enliven®, has 

received national acclaim. Of significance, we file all of our own licensing applications, a 

rigorous process other companies frequently contract out at great expense and clinical risk 

(See Appendix I I  : SRG Signature Care Programs).

On a whole variety of fronts, from high tech to high touch, we do everything we can 

to engender a reassuring sense of comfort and understanding for our residents and their 

families as medical needs arise. Our philosophy, humanity, and reputation demand it.

the skill to rise to the challenge. 

When health begins to fail, it can happen in a myriad subtle ways. A 

sophisticated approach to detection and care is critical to supporting 

each resident’s sense of well-being.



Comprehensive operating manuals guide each department. A system of weekly and 

monthly reports, audits, checklists, and meetings assures a highly detailed picture of the 

operational and financial health of each community.

And while meticulous attention to procedure helps to maintain standards among all 

our team members, it is our commitment to hiring SRG team members with humanity and 

devotion that is our most profound advantage among our resident population and within 

the marketplace. Ours is an enterprise where insight and invention and compassion and 

discipline all play major roles. Yet nothing is more critical to our approach than the ability to 

identify intimately and empathetically with the individuals and families we serve.

it all begins and ends with people.

To deliver the kind of consistent experience that sets new standards in 

the industry, SRG leaves nothing to chance.
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Historically, our high-style/high-touch reputation has served us well among the more 

commoditized properties and services we compete against. 

Over the next decade, millions of Americans will make independent and assisted living 

choices. Irrespective of income and net worth, seniors will increasingly want a variety of 

choices, a robust community life, individualized attention, and, when necessary, expert care. 

By listening to the market and building for the future, SRG seeks to deliver on its promises 

and exceed the expectations of residents and their families, staff, and our investment 

partners.

Compared to the industry at large, SRG remains in a singular position to seize evolving 

opportunities, and answer the call.

                  if you listen carefully, 
you can hear the future.

We inhabit a world of change. Economic change, most obviously, but 

also a generational changing-of-the-guard as the first wave of boomers 

enters their senior years. 
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Our communities
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|   Arizona   |

La Siena
909 E. Northern Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 85020 

Independent and Assisted Living
79 Independent Living Units  |  111 Assisted Living Units

Amber Lights
6231 N. Montebella Road

Tucson, AZ 85704 

Independent and Assisted Living
120 Residential Units
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|   Arizona   |

Maravilla Scottsdale
7325 E. Princess Boulevard, Scottsdale, AZ 85255

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
39 IL Casitas  •  118 Independent Living Units

36 Assisted Living Units  •  24 Memory Care Units

DEVELOPED
BY
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|   Arizona   |

Silver Springs
500 West Camino Encanto, Green Valley, AZ 85614

Independent and Assisted Living
107 Residential Units

The Village at Ocotillo
990 W. Ocotillo Road, Chandler, AZ 85248

Independent and Assisted Living
120 Residential Units

DEVELOPED
BY



Villa Hermosa
6300 East Speedway Boulevard, Tucson, AZ 85710

Independent and Assisted Living
70 Independent Living Units  |  135 Assisted Living Units
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|   Arizona   |

The Heritage 
Tradition
19303 N. New Tradition Road 
Sun City West, AZ 85375

Independent and Assisted Living
35 Cottages
227 Independent Living Units
41 Assisted Living Units
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|   California   |

Coventry Place
1550 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94109

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
145 Independent and Assisted Living Units

24 Memory Care Units

Cypress at Golden Gate
1601 19th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
103 Independent and Assisted Living Units  |  15 Memory Care Units
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|   California   |

Las Palmas
24962 Calle Aragon, Laguna Woods, CA 92637

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
165 Independent and Assisted Living Units  |  18 Memory Care Units

La Vida at 
Mission Viejo

27783 Center Drive, Mission Viejo, CA 92692

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
81 Independent and Assisted Living Units

40 Memory Care Units
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|   California   |

La Vida Del Mar 
850 Del Mar Downs Road
Solana Beach, CA 92075

Independent and Assisted Living
105 Residential Units

La Vida Real 
11588 Via Rancho San Diego 

Rancho San Diego, CA 92019

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
210 Independent Living Units

99 Assisted Living Units  •  34 Memory Care Units

DEVELOPED
BY
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|   California   |

Maravilla 
5486 Calle Real, Santa Barbara, CA 93111

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
92 IL Casitas  •  154 Independent Living Units
97 Assisted Living Units  •  20 Memory Care Units

DEVELOPED
BY
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|   California   |

Sierra Pointe
5161 Foothills Boulevard, Roseville, CA 95747

Independent and Assisted Living
120 Residential Units

River's Edge
601 Feature Drive
Sacramento, CA 95825

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
96 Independent Living Units
96 Assisted Living Units
10 Memory Care Units

Peninsula Del Rey
165 Pierce Street, Daly City, CA 94015

Independent and Assisted Living
104 Independent Living Units
103 Assisted Living Units
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|   California   |

The Foothills at Simi Valley
5300 East Los Angeles Avenue, Simi Valley, CA 93063

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
113 Independent and Assisted Living Units
34 Memory Care Units

The Chateau on 
Capitol Avenue
2701 Capitol Ave, Sacramento, CA 95816

Independent and Assisted Living
57 Residential Units
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|   California   |

The Grove at Cerritos
11000 New Falcon Way, Cerritos, CA 90703

Independent and Assisted Living
149 Residential Units

The Heights at Burbank
2721 Willow Street, Burbank, CA 91505

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
85 Independent and Assisted Living Units  |  18 Memory Care Units
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|   California   |

The Regency
24441 Calle Sonora, Laguna Woods, CA 92637

Independent and Assisted Living
186 Residential Units

The Kensington
1580 Geary Road, Walnut Creek, CA 94597

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
156 Independent and Assisted Living Units

14 Memory Care Units
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|   California   |

The Village at NorthRidge
9222 Corbin Avenue, Northridge, CA 91324

Independent and Assisted Living
191 Independent Living Units  |  84 Assisted Living Units

DEVELOPED
BY
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|   California   |

The Village at Sherman Oaks
5450 Vesper Avenue, Sherman Oaks, CA 91411

Independent and Assisted Living
156 Independent Living Units  |  83 Assisted Living Units

The Wellington
24903 Moulton Parkway

Laguna Woods, CA 92653

Independent and Assisted Living
116 Independent Living Units

117 Assisted Living Units

DEVELOPED
BY
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|   Florida   |

The Carlisle Naples
6945 Carlisle Court, Naples, FL 34109

Independent and Assisted Living
257 Independent Living Units  |  93 Assisted Living Units
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|   Georgia   |

The Piedmont at Buckhead
650 Phipps Boulevard, Atlanta, GA 30342 

Independent and Assisted Living 
163 Independent Living Units  |  40 Assisted Living Units
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|   Oregon   |

NorthWest Place
2420 NW Marshall Street

Portland, OR 97210

Independent Living
46 Independent Living Units

SpringRidge at Charbonneau
32200 SW French Prairie Road, Wilsonville, OR 97070

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
180 Independent Living Units  |  70 Assisted Living Units  |  12 Memory Care Units

DEVELOPED
BY
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|   Texas   |

Maravilla @ The Domain
11001 Austin Lane, Austin, TX 78758

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care + Rehabiliatative Services
142 Independent Living Units  |  54 Assisted Living Units  |  34 Memory Care Units

DEVELOPED
BY

Opening 2019
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|   Washington   |

Narrows Glen
8201 6th Avenue, Tacoma, WA 98406

Independent & Assisted Living and Memory Care
84 Independent Living Units

132 Assisted Living Units 
19 Memory Care Units



Our team
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Martin Fenton Chairman Emeritus
A 1956 graduate of Yale University, Martin Fenton, Jr. joined The Christiana Companies, Inc. in 
1958 as the assistant to the president after service in the United States Army. Christiana was a 
diversified public company that developed and built master planned residential communities. 
Elected president in 1968, Mr. Fenton led Christiana in expanding its community development 
efforts across the Sunbelt states for the next 17 years. The company was listed on the New York 
Stock Exchange, diversified into the merchant home building business and the investment real 
estate arena and, in 1980, entered the senior housing marketplace.

In 1988, Mr. Fenton cofounded Senior Resource Group (SRG). Initially focused on marketing and 
managing communities in the western US, SRG currently develops, owns and/or manages full 
service rental retirement communities in Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Oregon and Texas.

Mr. Fenton was, for thirty years, Independent Chairman and a director/trustee of several mutual funds managed by Capital Research 
and Management Company within the American funds family of mutual funds. 

He lives in La Jolla with his wife, Casey. They have five children and twelve grandchildren.

Michael S. Grust President and Chief  Executive Officer
As co-founder of Senior Resource Group (SRG), Mr. Grust has used his unique multidisciplinary 
approach to advance SRG to be a leading provider of award-winning senior living communities 
throughout the United States. Fueled by his passion, Mr. Grust’s keen eye for extraordinary design, 
inventive architectural solutions and commitment to creating environments that enhance the 
quality of peoples’ lives, has been the driving force behind SRG – a company renowned for its 
signature one-of-a-kind communities.  

As a graduate of the University of Illinois, Michael began his career with Kaufman & Broad, where 
he learned the finer points of homebuilding and the residential real estate market. He then joined 
The Christiana Companies, Inc., where he spearheaded the home builder's entrance into senior 
housing. As vice president, he was charged with directing development of the company’s landmark 
master planned retirement communities.

Through Michael’s vision, SRG has focused its efforts on growth through the development of market-driven senior living communities 
innovatively designed to meet the needs and preferences of the local market today—while anticipating the changes that lie ahead. 

SRG has championed the development and management of award-winning, niche communities throughout the United States. As a 
result, SRG communities have earned much recognition, receiving numerous building trade awards.  Among the many honors, SRG 
is the first senior housing provider in the nation to earn across-the-board 3-year accreditation by the Commission on Accreditation of 
Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF).    

Mr. Grust serves as Chairman on the Executive Board of the American Seniors Housing Association (ASHA). He resides in Rancho 
Santa Fe, California with his wife, Michele, and their four children.

 Corporate Officers
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J. Wickliffe Peterson 
Executive Vice President/Chief  Financial Officer
J. Wickliffe Peterson (“Wick”) joined Senior Resource Group in December 1997. Mr. Peterson has 
over 40 years of top operational and financial management experience in a variety of industries 
ranging from nine years with Arthur Andersen & Co., three years as manager of a mergers and 
acquisition group for a real estate/oil and gas company and 11 years as Chief Operating Officer 
and Chief Financial Officer for JC Resorts, a multi-property real estate and resort hotel operating 
company, and approximately 20 years as Executive Vice President and chief Financial Officer of 
all SRG entities. His experience is complemented by an MBA from UCLA, a BA from Stanford 
University and a certification as a registered CPA.

At SRG, Mr. Peterson is responsible for the execution and attainment of both the corporate 
and operational goals, including all financial, development, and administrative matters of the company and its communities. He is 
continuously involved in the financial planning and the scripting of alternatives to finance a fast-growing company.

Mr. Peterson is also a life director of the San Diego Holiday Bowl, and has served in the past as President of the San Diego Chapter 
of the American Heart Association. 

He and his wife, Kathleen, live in Solana Beach, California, have three children and three grandchildren.

Timothy J. Fox  
Executive Vice President/Chief  Investment Officer
Mr. Fox serves as Executive Vice President and Chief Investment Officer of Senior Resource 
Group, responsible for strategic growth of the company, including capital partnerships, 
acquisitions and development.    

Prior to joining SRG in 2004, Mr. Fox was a Senior Vice President at Starwood Capital Group, 
where he played a principal role in many real estate acquisition projects including golf, senior 
living, resort residential, and land. In 2000, he led Starwood Capital Group’s investment into senior 
housing and its investment into SRG and its portfolio of properties, joining its Board of Directors. 
Since 2000, SRG has developed over 2.5 million square feet of senior living space and acquired 
and/or assumed management of approximately 6,000 senior living units.  In 2005, as a member of the management team, he led the 
recapitalization of the company which returned ownership to senior management.  

Prior to Starwood Capital Group, Mr. Fox worked at Lowe Enterprises and was active in both acquisition and development of real 
estate properties. He also worked in real estate lending for Citibank in Peru and Argentina.  Mr. Fox began his career with golf course 
architect Robert Trent Jones where he designed and built golf courses in the U.S., Europe and the Caribbean. 

Mr. Fox and his wife, Catherine, reside in Rancho Santa Fe, California, with their three daughters.

 Corporate Officers
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Appendix I

CARF Accreditation
 In 2004, Senior Resource Group became the first major senior living provider in the U.S. to earn across-the-
board accreditation by the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF). Even though Federal and 
State guidelines don't require licensed senior communities to be accredited, we think it's an important distinction.

 CARF is an international, independent, not-for-profit organization that accredits providers of rehabilitation, 
retirement living, employment, child and family, and aging services. Its mission is to promote and ensure the quality 
and value of the services provided. Throughout North America and Western Europe, CARF is recognized as the leading 
independent accreditation body for providers of health and human services.

 After a rigorous peer-review process, CARF's panel of experts commended every eligible licensed SRG assisted 
living community for their superior staff, management practices, activity choices, physical environment and overall 
service. Each of SRG's accredited retirement communities has been awarded the maximum three-year accreditation. 
SRG is the only owner/operator of assisted living residential environments in the nation to have received company-
wide, three-year accreditations at each of its eligible senior living communities.

 SRG will continue to voluntarily participate in CARF's accreditation process to ensure that our programs and 
services maintain their measurable quality standards.
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Appendix II
SRG Signature Care Programs

InTouch at Home®
 Designed to provide personalized in-home concierge-type services 
to seniors desiring assistance with basic non-medical activities of daily 
living, InTouch at Home offers seniors the occasional assistance needed 
to enhance independence and quality of life. From medication reminders 
to walking the dog to on- and off-site attendant service—InTouch at 
Home offers a comprehensive menu of services—expressly  designed and 
affordably packaged—to meet the needs of seniors residing in and around 
SRG senior living communities.  

Enliven® Dementia Care
 Alzheimer’s/Dementia Care is unique and ever changing.  
Persons with dementia and their families have unique needs: programs, 
environments and care approaches must reflect this uniqueness. Senior 
Resource Group’s Enliven® Dementia Care philosophy is centered on the commitment to providing person-centered 
quality care; to encourage open communication between family, resident and staff; and to encourage each community/
staff to explore their commitment to become “dementia capable.” 
 

The Club
 Specially designed for residents of our assisted living communities seeking increased socialization and 
stimulation, The Club is an SRG proprietary program which promotes resident life enrichment while supporting individual 
interests and social connections within an intimate atmosphere.



Appendix II
SRG Signature Programs

Zest®
 SRG Zest promotes a philosophy of dynamic 
programming, social engagement and wellness based in 
science and designed to inspire and empower positivity. 
SRG Zest focuses on helping the people we touch develop 
happier, healthier and purposeful habits and attitudes so that 
together, we’re making a positive impact that transcends 
throughout our communities. It's about investing in each 
individual's well-being so we can bring forth our best feel-
good self on a daily basis. SRG Zest leads the way in making 
health and wellness an integral part of daily life, offering 
opportunities for balance and heightening the awareness of 
three areas of support – mind, body and soul – enabling the 
SRG Family to thrive!

SRG Assure
 The Hospital Readmissions Reductions Program (HRRP) was created to improve healthcare for Americans by 
linking payment to quality measurements such as readmission rates for hospital care. SRG Assure® is a comprehensive 
program specially focused on the unique and immediate needs of those being discharged from the hospital and 
designed to partner with healthcare systems to help lower hospital readmission percentage rates for those residents 
receiving care services. With over three years of outcome tracking data, SRG Assure has produced substantial results:

 
·  With national 30-day readmission rates as high as 20% 
for those 65 and older, SRG percentages while serving 
an older population with an average resident age of 84 
are half the national average at less than 10%. (With 
outcome tracking data for over three years, the current SRG 
12-month rolling average as of August 2019 is 7.1%.)
 
·  Further data shows, on average 8.7% of SRG residents 
went to the ER during the 12 months ending August 2019 as 
compared to the national average for the senior living 
industry of 14% (CDC, National Center for Health Statistics).
 
·  In January 2019, 12.9% of SRG residents had a fall, 
compared to a national average of 22% for senior living.
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Appendix II

Consumer Research
 It is with rare exception that SRG proceeds with the planning of a senior living community 
without first exploring consumer preference for and propensity to move to the proposed senior living 
community.   

 In addition to its own internal analysis, in most every case, SRG contracts with an outside, 
third-party consumer research firm, specializing in age-restricted senior housing to perform the 
interactive consumer testing of the targeted audiences. The scope of research can often include 
telephone and mail surveys and in-person focus group sessions targeting age- and income-qualified 
seniors and their adult children residing within the defined Primary Market Area (PMA).

 The ultimate goal of these sessions is to interact with prospective consumers as a means 
of testing various components of the planned project which might include site location, product 
type, programming and services, pricing, payment options, features and amenities, etc. The results 
of this research typically provide us with definitive data essential to determining and defining overall 
design and programming attributes as well as, the all-important estimates of market opportunity and 
absorption projections. 
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Appendix III
Awards, Accolades & Accreditations
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Senior Resource Group, LLC
500 Stevens Avenue

Solana Beach, California 92075
P: 858-792-9300
F: 858-314-1760

October 2019


